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I. Background
A. The TJCA contains only one reference to tax treaties — section 

59a(c)(2)(B)(ii) refers to rules similar to the rules under section 163(j)(5)(B), 
as in effect before the date of enactment of the TCJA.

B. The legislative history is equally devoid of treaty references, with the 
exception of Thomas Barthold’s statement, in response to a question about 
the BEAT, that “our view is that there is not a treaty override” given the 
design of the BEAT.

C. Treasury seems to think that “later in time” — per section 7852(d) and 
Senate Report No. 100-445 (1988) — solves everything.  That is the only 
way to interpret Treasury’s insistence on a reservation to the effect that 
new treaties with Chile, Hungary, and Poland do not override the BEAT.
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II. The Problem Provisions
A. The BEAT is plainly discriminatory and does not provide for (but also does 

not deny) a foreign tax credit.  There are two independent treaty issues 
here.

B. The FDII benefit is statutorily available only to domestic corporations.
C. The deemed paid foreign tax credit has been repealed with respect to 

income inclusions resulting from actual distributions (some of which are 
taxable, even after the TCJA).

D. It is not clear whether all foreign tax credits are denied by section 
245A(e)(3) for hybrid dividends and tiered hybrid dividend inclusions, but 
that is probably the better reading.

E. Both section 965 and section 960(d) limit the foreign taxes that may be 
claimed as credits, but these limitations do not seem problematical.
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III. Some Analytical Tools
A. “Later in time” was strongly endorsed by the Senate Report that 

accompanied enactment of section 7852(d).  But is it too facile a concept?
B. Moreover, later in time was intended to resolve treaty/Code conflicts, and 

it sidesteps the essential question of what, exactly, is a conflict.
C. There is a line of cases of which Cook v. United States, 288 U.S. 102 (1933) 

is the leading example, to the effect that treaty overrides, though 
constitutionally possible, must be expressly chosen by Congress, and that 
overrides by implication are disfavored.

D. Courts have not been enthusiastic about finding overrides without a clear 
Congressional mandate, and one old decision, United States v. Lee Yen Tai, 
185 U.S. 213 (1902), said such a finding requires “positive repugnancy” 
between statute and treaty.
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E. Neither Cook nor Lee Yen Tai involves the Internal Revenue Code.
F. There is also the statutory canon that narrow and specific provisions prevail 

over those that are broader and more general.  Tax treaties are always 
narrower and more specific than Code provisions.

G. Treaties are of no less legal authority than statutes.  They are self-executing 
and carry the same weight as a statute.

H. Mr. Barthold’s comment is probably not legally significant.  Nor, it may be 
supposed, is the asserted (and probably accurate) observation that an 
override of treaties could not have been accomplished using the 
reconciliation procedure under which the TCJA was enacted.
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IV. Some Conclusions
A. These issues, or at least some of them, are likely to be litigated.
B. Regulations that have been issued interpreting TCJA provisions do not say 

anything pertaining to the treaty/Code relationship.
C. It is hard to believe that “later in time” is of sufficient weight to determine 

by itself how the issues discussed here should or will ultimately be 
resolved.
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